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1 year $3.00
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For other foreign countries, odd $3

I am enclosing $ in full payment

My full name is ™—,

Have Mom help you Till out thu helpful coupon
today to that Dad will receive TRUE, The Man'*
Magazine as a gift from you. What a surprise

for Dad when he gets the magazine that men all

over America read every month ... all about
adventure, sports, hobbies, hunting, etc.

Just before Father's Day, we will send Dad
a handsome gift announcement card, bear-
ing your name as the sender.

Fill out (print) the coupon in dark pencil and
mail it today!
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ONE RING IN EVERY BOX

OF RAISIN BRAN

WHAT YOU GIT! Open a box of Kellogg's
Raisin Bran and get your prize! A bright-

colorod genuine plastic ring with a picture on
top! Pictures of airplanes, cowboys, Indians,

sport stars, movie stars! These prize picture

rings fit any finger! Moat important, you get

this double-treat: plump honeycomb raisins,

with Keilogg'a nourishing golden-crisp flakes!

Surprise— entirely new series

of priTos coming soont

H/wr em

i
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THE HOLLOWoWORLD
o * * °

A Jon Jarl Adventure

O

THE radio message from Headquarters of

the Space Patrol came through tersely.

"Attention, Lieutenant Jon Jarl ! An explora-

tion expedition went to Asteroid X-777 a week
ago, and has not been heard from since. Find

them
!"

But first of all, as Jon Jarl rocketed in his

space ship to the Asteroid Belt, he had trouble

finding the right one. There were over fifty

thousand tiny asteroids in all directions! But
consulting his space charts. Jon finally lo-

cated X-777 and set his ship that way.

It seemed to be an utterly . barren little

world, ^s Jon approached it. Its surface was
all stony, with not a blade of grass growing,

nor any signs of life at all. It was nothing

more than a huge rock floating in space. Since

there were no trees nor any objects of con-

cealment, it should be easy to find the lost

ship. Jon began systematically cruising over

its entire surface, keeping sharp watch below.

Being a small planetoid, it wouldn't take more
than a few hours at high rocket speed.

But when he had finished, Jon had found

no .sign of the missing expedition. "How could

I miss them?" Jon muttered, puzzled. "If

they landed or even crashed anywhere. I'd

I see the ship from miles away. What happened

to them? There are no monsters of any kind

who could have killed them. Where in the

world is that missing ship and the explorers?

Mystified. Jon finally landed on the asteroid

to scout around for clues, if any. Had they

left a trail or anything Endless reaches of

stony ground stretched in all directions.

There was nothing in sight. No trail, no clues,

nothing. After a dozen such landings here

and there on Asteroid X-777, Jon was ready

to give up.

"I've gone over the asteroid with a fine-

tooth comb," he shrugged. "That ship just

isn't here. I don't think it landed here at all.

It's impossible. Tm leaving."

Jon trudged back toward his own parked

ship. Suddenly, the rock gave way beneath

him. It seemed to break under his weight as

if it were only a thin shell. And Jon plunged

down helplessly, into gloomy depths.

Was it a pit? As Jon kept falling without

reaching any bottom, for long seconds, his

spine chilled. How deep was this pit? Miles,

and miles perhaps? Jon kept falling . . .

falling! He gave up hope. Sooner or later he'd

hit bottom—and be smashed to a pulp. It was

the end. Nothing could save him from this

By Eamlo Binder Q \

• O Q
terrible drop into a vast pit. At least death

would come swiftly, when he hit bottom.

But Jon never hit any bottom. Minutes later,

in amazement, he noticed that his speed of

fall was slowing up! What fantastic thing

was this? Slower and slower he went and

finally his fall stopped altogether, and Jon
was floating! Floating in thin air!

Gasping, wondering If this were all a bad

dream. Jon floated and tried to look around.

Gradually his eyes became used to the sur-

rounding gloom. What he saw stretching

vaguely in all directions seemed utterly im-

possible. It was nothing more than empty air!

"Sizzling comets!" Jon cried in sudden real-

ization. "No wonder I didn't hit any bottom.

There wasn't even any pit to speak of. This

whole asteroid is hollow!"

That was the amazing revelation. And, of

course, in a hollow world there could be no

strong pull of gravity once you were within

the world. That was why he had come to a

stop and was now floating. Evidently the whole

asteroid consisted of this giant hollow space,

enclosed only by a thin shell of rock perhaps

a few miles thick. But here and there, the

shell had "thin" spots where the rock was

only as thick as paper. Jon had broken through

such a thin spot, thus plunging down into the

hollow interior of the asteroid. That settled

that.

And now Jon saw what had happened to

the lost expedition. They and their ship. too.

had cracked through a "thin spot" up on the

surface, and had fallen down into the hollow.

Were they down here somewhere. Boating?

Were they alive?

Jon found that by beating his arms like a

windmill and kicking his legs like a frog, he

could slowly and awkwardly "swim" through

the air in which he floated. After an hour of

painful progress, he made out a dim mass

ahead. It was rocky ground again, as on the

surface, but this was the inner side of the

hollow shell of the asteroid!

Jon reached the "ground", and now its grav-

ity pull held him down. He found he could

stand and walk, without floating away. He
didn't relish the bird-like floating business at

all. The gloom was not so deep now. Jon could

see quite well. There was enough radioactivity

in the rocky surface he walked on to spread

a glow.

Jon walked on. enjoying the strange sen-

sation of walking along on the inner surface"
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of a hollow world. He was actually walking
"upside down", in relation to the outside

world. He was like a fly walking across a

curving ceiling! And- instead of the horizon
curving downward before his eyes, it curved

upward! It was all crazy, being inside a

Hollow world.

Jon suddenly saw figures ahead, and broke
into a run. The missing explorers, six of them.
They were alive! They turned in surprise as

jon ran up, yelling in greeting. After Jon
had explained his presence, .hey shook their

heads sadly,

"Too bad you came after us. Lieutenant."

the leader spoke up. "Now you're lost in the

hollow asteroid, too. without hope of escape!"

"Lost?" Jon echoed. "What do you mean?
All we have to do is return to the surface."

"Yes. but how.3" came the **rim answer. "Our
ship fell down through a thir^spot in the rock,

like you did. and floated into the hollow.

After we recovered from surprise and realized

what had happened, wc used the rockets and
landed • the inner surface, here. But we've

been >« -hing ior a week, and we never found
that thin spot we fell through. And how can
we find the thin spot you fell through? Do
you know where it is?"

Jon started to look around and then realized

he had no idea at all where he had fallen

through In the gloom and utter sameness of

this hollow world, it was impossible to know
which way you were walking.

Jon went cold. "So that's it." he muTtered.

"Falling down into the hollow world was easy

enough, but finding your way our*again is an-

other matter. The surface world is probably

no more than a mile or two away—straight

through the shell of rock—but it's as fai away
as the moon, unless we find a thin spot again!

We're trapped inside the hollow world!"

The explorers nodded. "The thin spots

must be very rare. The inner surface of this

hollow asteroid is many hundreds of square

miles in area. It's like looking for a needle in

a haystack! It's almost hopeless!"

Jon straightened up. "We'll find a way out,

if we search long enough Get some metal

bars from your ship. We'll search and keep

tapping the ground. The thinner the rock, the

more hollow the sound will be. That way we
can eventually trace down a thin spot."

But three days later. Jon himself was al-

most ready to give up. They had gone miles

in all direction,*, tapping the rock under them,

hoping for a thin spot. All they heard wa«

the dull thud of solid rock miles thick. Food
was running short aboard the explorer's ship.

too. If they did not find a way or* of the

hollow world in a few days, they faced star-

vation !

Suddenly. Jon's tapping produced a hollow
sound under them. "It's a thin spot!" Jon
yelled. "Bring picks and hammers from the

ship. We'll smash it open."

They eagerly went to work with the picks,

trying to smash through. Freedom lay per-

haps only inches away! But hours later, after

much labor, Jon realized the truth. "This is

a *hin spoi all right—but not thin enough.

That is. the rock here is 'thin* compared tc

the rest of the rocky shell, but it's still per-

haps thirty feet thick That hard rock would
take us days or weeks to chip through. So
near and yet so far!" *

"And we'll starve before we finish," groaned

one explorer ".We're still trapped inside this

horrible hollow world!*'

"There's one hope," Jon said grimly. "In

your ship, all of you.**

Soon. Jon himself was at the conn
"Brace yourselves, men." he warned,

will be rough!"
Using the rockets skillfully. Jrn backed 1

ship away from the rocky shell and then spu

ed forward at top speed "What t»r* you doing,

you crazy fool?" one explorer screeched

"You're going to smash us agaimt 'he rock.

Welt all be killed!"

"Better that than slow starvation." Jo
said The next moment the pointed nose

the ship struck the rock with a deafenit

crash But the ship did not crack up— it ke

going.

Jon grinned. "I had to take the chince th

tjpe ship's steel nose wouldn't cave in I

ured we had enough power to crack throug

the thin spot to the surface. Luckily,

worked- Take a look at the stars again, men
"Glorious !" murmured one man. "It's ju

like leaving prison, or a dungeon!"

WON nodded. "That hollow asteroid is

•P deadly trap, once you fall inside. Whe
I give my report, it will be destroyed by th

Space Patrol. One good proton bomb
crack it open like an eggshell and scatter

in a thousand pieces. There won't be any more
Asteroid X-777 on the space charts,"

THE END
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IV£ GOt TO EARN MONEY TO
GO TO COLLEGE FIRST.' BUT
MEANWHILE, I STUDV ROCKS
AS MUCH AS 1 CAN/ MATTER
Of FACT I'M GOING OUT TO
THE HILLS THIS AFTERNOON.'
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COME TO 1HINK Of IT—
NOeooy/ B£Rr Chun'T
rfll WHIM HIS STRIKE
w*S' soMEBOoy first
BUSHED THIS WAV. AND
EvEKiaOOV FOLLOWED
LIKE SnEEF

MEANVVH.Lt, b£RI DALESON HIMSELF
IS FAR AWAY ON THE OTHER SIDE
OF TOWN/

THIS LOAD OF ORE
Will PROVE 1 MADE A GENUINE
URANIUM STRIKE.' THEN I CAN nil
THE OFFICIAL CLAIM AND TURN 17

OVER TO THE GOVERNMENT-'
THEY PAV WELL FOR ALL SUCH
URANIUM FINDS/ HUM DE HUM

BUT OMINOUS WOKUS
SOUND BfHlNC HIM/

THANKS FOR DOING ALL \
THE WORK AND LOADING )
UP THE JEtP BERT/ I'LL <S

TAKE OVER NOW/ ^—

I
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IONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION'?

\ i / &te£&«$ ?U*u4f NOW— for the first time in history— any
Dtilsy ownvt can join in the .iiinicih i-hockam op national hipi,k

ahmoci ati t'N of AMKRicA. Thin puts you and your Daisy in "The
flic League!*' Egfifi ''»n Nflffll now you c«n shoot to win bcauti-
ful. official NRA Mediilw. Ijtptl Muttons. I'.rassartlf . Kuciling
News! now you ran have mokk ki:n than ever before, indoors
and out, with year around target shooting under adult super-
vision. Roys ^nd < iirls ' now you can learn to shoot safki-Y . . .

straight . . . nnd kecomk a' champion aik rifli; shot. Your
IMirenls or guardian will welcome this hxciting nkwn! Ask llwm

i read (his page Now. SRNI) tTOl'PON. with lOc coin and unused
:\$ slump, for brand new daisy air rifleman book! It explains

; NltA junior program for air rifle shooters, tells how
Iwcome an NHA Junior Member and jrives

ftpecinl information For parents, e/uarri-

ians, organizations.
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DJMSV MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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